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DATE:28-01-22

Action Taken Report
ACADEMIC YEAR2O2I-22

Name of the Stakeholder: STUDENT
A staff council meeting has been convened by IQAC with all the in-charges t heads of the

departments under the chairmanship ofthe principal to bring feedback analysis to their notice
with a request to find out the possibility for effective changes offered by their respective

departments.

The Heads ofthe Deparhnents in tum have conducted a meeting in their departments and explored

the possibility of action plan to be implemented in accordance with the demands of the

stakeholders.

Student's feedback above 80% is considered as a positive feedback and below that as a negative

feedback and the feedback analysis is taken into account for the improvement of the curriculum.
Out of eleven Questions, concems were expressed and based on the positive feedback received,
institution continued to adopt measures to continue the same rigor-
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S.No. Question Feedback

concern
Action to be taken

I Relevance of curriculum
framed by the university/PCl

Excellent 96% Institution has adopted

the same curriculum
framed by the

university/rcI to
maintain the same

output-
) Satisfaction on hours

allocated and credits to the

courses

Excellent 98Yo Institution ensured that

the curriculum was

covered within the

allocated hours by prior

design and

implementation of
academic plan.

3 Curricular & Co{urricular
activities (VAC, Guest

Lecture, Industrial Visit) to
bridge the gap between

academic and industrial
needs.

Excellent 9OYo Skill development
progmmmes, other

certificate programmes

and industridl visits
were organized along

with the curriculum to

bridge the gap between

academic and industrial

requirements.

.l Satisfaction of assessment

paftern for students to face

university exam with
confidence

good 860 The academic

grievances from
students for their
improvement in intemal

assessment was

Percentage

consences
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considered and action

taken to conduct re-

sessional examination..

Excellent 97Yo The students were

explored to emerging

trends in the

pharmaceutical

technology based on the

electives chosen by

them.

5 Relation of Electives offered

in the syllabus towards

technological advancements.

good 87Yo Guest lectures by

academic and industrial
experts as well as

industrial visits were

organized regularly.

6 Application of laboratory

experiments in real life

Excellent 90o/o The institution ensured

dynamic environment

by the regular update of
most advanced tools in
ICT and their
implementation.

7 Adequate numbers of Library
material, LMS material,

Teaching and Leaming

Center and facilities for the

courses

8 Transparency in internal

assessments

good 88%

9 Coverage of entire syllabus in
the evaluation process

Excellent 94Yo Measures taken to cover

entire syllabus in the

evaluation process

l0 Are you satisfied with
facilities provided

good 87Yo The institution strives to
improve the facilities by

considering the student

grievances.

il Updation ol'curriculum Excellent l00Yo

fl gor

Measures taken to

continue with the same

9eo
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Measures taken to
further improve the

transparency in internal

assessments
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Action Taken Report

ACADEMIC YEAR:2021-22

Name of the Stakeholder: Faculty
The feedback is collected and analyzed at college academic meetings in the institution. Faculty

feedback above 90% is considered as a positive feedback and below that as a negative feedback and

the institution is working for the improvement. All the eight Questions got positive feedback on

which the institution continued to sustain the same rigor to maintain the same output.
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S.No QUESTION FEEDBACK

/CONCERN

ACTION TAKEN

I Relevance of
curriculum

framed by the

university/FCI

to programme

Excellent

97%

Curriculum fiamed by the

university/PCl to programme

was on par with the latest

developments in the field of
pharmaceutical sciences which

ensure employability of students

after graduation along with
regular conduct of Faculty

Development Programmes

2 Satisfaction on

hours allocated

and credits to

the courses

Excellent

94%

The measures adopted by the

institution were continued with

the same rigor to maintain the

same output.

Relation of
electives

offered in the

syllabus to the

technological

advancements

Excellent

100%

Curriculum was designed by the

incorporation of elective

subjects based on the latest

innovations in the field of
pharmaceutical sciences.

.l Facilities

provided by

institution is

more adequate

for

improvetnent

in teaching

practiceusing

modern

pedagogy tools

Excellent

700%

The faculty was provided with

required ICT tools to ensure the

implementation of teaching-

leaming methodologies using

modem pedagogy. The faculty

was encouraged to participate in

various faculty development

programmes organized within

the institution and other

institulions..

PERCENTAGE

CONSENSES

J
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5 Satisfaction of
assessment

pattern in

completing the

syllabus

Excellent

700%

The measures adopted by the

institution were continued with

the same rigor to maintain the

same output.

6 Utilization of
I ibrary hours

Excellent

700%

Students were ensured to utilize

library facilities to the greater

extent by the allocation of
library hours in the regular time-

table.

7 Availability of
required

number of
prescribed

bookVjoumals

in the library

Excellent

970/o

Library resources were updated

by increasing the number of
volumes, every year.

8 Theoretical

and practical

knowledge

Excellent

700%

The faculty of the institution

ensured that the students gain

research oriented abilities

during graduation.
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Action Taken Report
ACADEMIC YEAR2O2I-22

Name of the Stakeholder: Alumni
The feedback is collected and analyzed at college academic meetings in the institution. Alumni

feedback above 807o is considered as a positive feedback and below that as a negative feedback.Out

of seven Questions, all questions got positive feedback on which we will continue the same rigor to

maintain the same output.

S.No Question Feedback/

Concern

Feedback

consenses

Action lrken

I To what extent is your

current position related to

your program of study

very

Cood

83Yo

Measures were taken to improve

industry-institution interaction by

collaboration with different

industries/organ izat ions through MOUs.

Excellent

10Oo/"

How well do you think

your undergraduate

experience prepared you to

The institution strives to continue follow-

up measures with the same rigor.

3 Allocations of the hours

and credits to the courses

are satisfied

very

Good

83%

The institution strives to continue follow-

up measures with the same rigor to

maintain transparency.

very

Good

83%

Participation in NIRF ranking and NAAC

accred itation

1 Satisfied with the

academic performance

/ranking of our institution

5 Library and industry

powered centre facilities

for the courses ar€ more

than adequate in our

institution

Excellent

l00Yo

The institution strives to continue follow-

up measures with the same rigor.

6 Assessment pattem is

satisfied to face university

exam in confidence

very

Good

Different modes of student-centric

teaching-learning methodologies were

implemented.

Curriculum was designed by the

incorporation of elective subjects based

on latest innovations in the field of
phanryrce{ical sc iences.

7 Electives offered in the

syllabus are in relation to

the technological

advancement

Excellent

l0OYo
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Action Taken Report
ACADEMIC Y E AR 2O2I -2022

Name of the Stakeholder: Employer
The feedback was collected and analyzed at college academic meetings in the institution. Employer
feedback above 807o was considered as a positive feedback and below 807o as a negative

feedback. The institution took measures for the improvement based on the feedback analysis. Out of
Ten Questions nine questions got positive feedback on which the institution has continued the same

rigor to maintain the same output.

S.No Qllestion Percentage

consenses

Action taken

I KVSRSCOPS graduate has the

technical and problem solving
skills

Excellent t00 The same rigor was continued

to maintain the same output

? KVSRSCOPS graduate has the

ability to communicate

effectively

Excellent 100 The same rigor was continued

to maintain the same output

l KVSRSCOPS graduate

deserves for elevation to higher

level

Excellent t00 The institution has worked

towards the process and

continued the same rigor to

maintain the same output.

4 KVSRSCOPSgraduate has

ethical and social responsibility

Excellent 100 Measures were taken to

strengthen the moral values

and socio-ethical

responsibilities through NSS

activities, participation in

awareness prog:rmmes,

conduct of cultural events etc.

and by consideration of
suggestions from employers.

) KVSRSCOPS graduate

desire for engaging

profbssional deve lopment

has

in

Excellent 100 The feedback and suggestions

of alumni were taken into
account for the improvement

of the curriculum.
6 KVSRSCOPS graduate has the

ability to function in multi-

disciplinary teams

Excellent 100 The students were ensured to
receive strong fundamental &
latest scientific knowledge

through participation in skill
development programmes,

certificate programmes on life
skills, personality

development etc.

Feedback/

concern
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7 The curricular activities to

bridge gap between academic

& industrial needs.

Excellent 100 The institution continued to

follow the measures to

maintain the sane

transparcncy.

8 The distribution of
hours {rmong the

components is Good.

contact

course

Excellent 100 The same rigor was continued

to maintain the same output

9 Curriculum framed by

University meets the industrial

needs

Excellent 100 The institution took measures

to meet the industrial needs

with the curriculum fiamed by

university.

l0 Would you consider having

KVSRSCOPS graduates in the

future

Excellent The same rigor was continued

to maintain the same output

\
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Action Taken Report
ACADEMIC YEAR 2020.21

Name of the Stakeholder: STIJDENT
A staff council meeting has been convened by IQAC with all the in-charges, heads of the
departments under the chairmanship of the principal to bring feedback analysis to their
notice with a request to find out the possibility for effective changes offered by their respective

departments.

The Heads of the Departments in turn have conducted a meeting in their departments and

explored the possibility ofaction plan to be implemented in accordance with the demands of
the stakeholders.

Student's feedback above 807o is considered as a positive feedback and below that as a negative

feedback and the feedback analysis is taken into account for the improvement of the curriculum.
Out of eleven Questions, concems were expressed and based on the positive feedback received,

institution continued to adopt measures to continue the same rigor.

S.No Question Feedback

concern
Percentage

consenses

Action taken

I Relevance of curriculum
framed by the

university/PCI

Excellent 97Yo lnstitution adopted the

same curriculum framed

by the university/PcI to
maintain the same output.

2 Excellent 95% lnstitution ensured that the

curriculum was covered

within the allocated hours

by prior design and

implementation of
academic plan.

3 Curricular & Co-

Curricular activities
(VAC, Guest Lecture,

lndustrial Visit) to bridge

the gap between

academic and industrial
needs.

Excellent 92Yo Skill development

progftrmmest other

certificate programmes

and industrial visits were

organized along with the

curriculum to bridge the

gap between academic and

industrial requirements.

I Satisfaction of
assessment pattem for
students to face

university exam with

confidence

Verv Good 890/0

5 Relation of Electives Excellent 94Yo The students were

Siddhartha Gollege of pharmaceutical Sciences
Siddhartha Nagar, Vijayawada - S2OO1O, Ap, tNDtA

(Sponsors : Siddhartha Acaderry ol General & Technical Education)

Affiliated to Krishna University, Madrilipaham
Approved by AICTE, PCl, New Delhiand Govt. ofAndhra pradesh

Satisfaction on hours

allocated and credits to

the courses

The academic grievances

from students for their
improvement in intemal

assessment was considered

and action taken to

conduct re-sessional

examination.
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explored to emerging

trends in the

pharmaceutical technology

based on the electives

chosen by them.

offered in the syllabus

towards technological

advancements.

6 Application of laboratory

experiments in real life
Very Good 89% Workshops

conducted

expertVacademicians

well as organized for
b€nefit of students.

institution organized

industrial visits as well.

by

as

the

The

were

7 Excellent 9t% The institution ensured

dynamic environment by

the regular update of
required library resources

and ICT tools.
8 Transparency in intemal

assessments

Excellenl 90% Measures taken to further

improve the transparency in

intemal assessments

9 Coverage ofentire
syllabus in the evaluation
process

Excellent 92Yo Measures taken to cover

entire syllabus in the

evaluation process

t0 Updation ofcurriculum Excellent 92% The institution strives to
improve the facilities by

considering the student

grievances.
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Adequate numbers of
Library material, LMS
material, Teaching and

Learning Center and

facilities for the courses
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Date:06.04.2021

Action Taken Report

ACADEMIC YEAR: 2020-21

Name of the Stakeholder: Faculty

The feedback is collected and analyzed at college academic meetings in the institution. Faculty

feedback above 90% is considered as a positive feedback and below that as a negative feedback

and the institution is working for the improvement. All the eight Questions got positive feedback on

which the institution continued to sustain the same rigor to maintain the same output.

S.No QUESTION FEEDBACK

/CONCERN

PERCENTAGE

CONSENSES

ACTION TAKtrN

Relevance of
curriculum

fiamed by the

university/PCl to
programme

Excellent

94%

Curriculum framed by the

university/PCl to programme

was on par with the latest

developments in the field of
pharmaceutical sciences which

ensure employability of students

after graduation along with

regular conduct of Faculty

Development Programmes

2 Satisfaction on

hours allmated

and credits to the

courses

Excellent

700%

The measures adopted by the

institution were continued with

the same rigor to maintain the

same output.

t Relation of
electives offered

in the syllabus to

the technological

advancements

Excellent

97%

Curriculum was designed by the

incorporation of elective subiects

based on the latest innovations in

the field of pharmaceutical

sciences-

4 Facilities

provided by

institution is more

adequate for

improvement in

teaching

practiceusing

modem pedagogy

tools

Excellent

700%

The faculty was provided with

required ICT tools to ensure the

implementation of teaching-

leaming methodologies using

modem pedagogy. The faculty

was encouraged to participate in

various faculty development

programmes organized within the

institution and other institutions.

I
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5 Satisfaction

assessment

pattem

completing

syllabus

of

in

the

Excellent The measures adopted bY the

institution were continued with

the same rigor to maintain the

same output.

6 Utilization

library hours

of Excellent

940/o

Students were ensured to utilize

library facilities to the greater

extent by the allocation of libnry

hours in the regular time-table.

7 Availability of
required number

of prescribed

books/joumals in

the library

Excellent

LOo%

Library resources are updated by

increasing the number of
volumes every year

I Theoretical and

practical

knowledge

Excellent

IOOYo

Curriculum is designed with

projects,workshops,certifi cate

progmmmes, skilldevelopment

programmes, softskills.We will
ensure the students have the

research oriented abilities after

the graduation.

CJo\lege o/
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Action Taken Report

ACADEMIC YEAR 2O2O-2I
Name of the Stakeholderl Alumni
The feedback is collected and analyzed at college academic meetings in the institution. Alumni

feedback above 80% is considered as a positive feedback and below that as a negative feedback.

Out ofseven Questions, all questions got positive feedback on which we will continue the same rigor

to maintain the same output.

S.No Question Feedback/

Concern

Feedback

consenses

Action taken

I To what extent is

your current

position related to

your program of
study

Very Cood

89o/o

The curriculum followed as per norms of
University/PCl met the requirement of
students. ln addition, measures were taken to

strengthen industry-institution interaction by

collaboration with different industries

through MOUs.

2 Excellent The institution strives to continue follow-up

measures with the same rigor.

3 Allocations of the

hours and credits to

the courses are

satisfied

Very Cood

l00o/o

1 Satisfied with the

academic

performance

/ranking of our

institution

Very Good

89Yo

Participation in NIRF ranking and NAAC

accreditation

5 Library and

industry powered

centre facilities for

the courses are

more than adequate

in our institution

Excellent

l00Yo

The institution strives to continue follow-up

measures with the same rigor.

6 Assessment

pattem is satisfied

Verv Oood

890

The academic grievances from students for

their improvement in intemal assessment

How well do you

think your

undergraduate

experience

prepared you to 100%

The institution strives to continue follow-up

measures with the same rigor to maintain

transparency.
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to face university

exam in confidence

was considered and action taken to conduct

re-sessional exam.

7 Electives offered in

the syllabus are in

relation to the

technological

advancement

Excellent

t00yo

Curriculum was designed by the

incorporation ofelective subjects based on

latest innovations in the field of
pharmaceutical sciences.
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Date:2.M.2021

Action Taken Report
ACADEMIC YEAR 2O2O-202I

Name of the Stakeholder: Employer
The feedback was collected and analyzed at college academic meetings in the institution. Employer
feedback above 807o was considered as a positive feedback and below 800% as a negative

feedback. The institution took measures for the improvement bas€d on the feedback analysis. Out of
Ten Questions nine questions got positive feedback on which the inslitution has continued the same

rigor to maintain the same output.

S.No Question Feedback/

concern
Percentage

consGnses

Action takcn

I KVSRSCOPS

the technical

solving skills

graduate has

and problem

Excellent t00 The same rigor was continued

to maintain the same output

2 KVSRSCOPS

the ability to
effectively

graduate has

communicate

Excellent t00 The same rigor was continued

to maintain the same output

3 KVSRSCOPS

deserves for
higher level

graduate

elevation to

t00

1 Ilxcellent t00 Measures were taken to
strenglhen the moral values and

socio-ethical responsibilities

through NSS activities and

participation in awareness
progr<unmes.

5 KVSRSCOPS graduate

desire for engaging

professional deve lopment

has

in

Excellent 100

6 KVSRSCOPS graduate

the ability to function

multi{isciplinary teams

has

in
Good 66.66 The students were ensured to

receive strong fundamental &
lates scientific knowledge

through participation in skill
development programmess

certificate programmes on life
skillq personality development

etc.

The curricular activities to

bridge gap between academ ic

& industrial needs.

Excellent r00

Excellent The institution has worked

towards the process and

continued the same rigor to
maintain the same output.

KVSRSCOPSgraduate has

ethical and social

responsibility

The feedback and suggestions

of alumni were taken into

account for the improvement of
the curriculum.

7 The institution continued to

follow the measures to maintain
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E

the same transparency.

8 The distribution of contact

hours among the course

components is Good.

Excellent t00 The same rigor was continued

to maintain the same output

9 Curriculum framed by
University meets the

industrial needs

Excellent t00 The institution took measures to

meet the industrial needs with

the curriculum lramed by

university.

10 Would you consider having
KVSRSCOPS graduates in
the future

Excellent t00 The same rigor was continued

to maintain the same output
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institution continued to measures to continue the same ri

S.No Question Feedback

concern
Percentage

conscnscs

Action taken

I Relevance of
curriculum framed

by the

university/PCI

Excellent

97%

Institution adopted the mme

curriculum framed by the

university/PCl to maintain the

same output.

Excellent

91%

Institution ensured that the

curriculum was covered within
the allocated hours by prior

design and implementation of
academic plan.

) Satisfaction on

hours allocated and

credits to the

courses

J Curricular & Co-

Cunicular
activities (VAC,
Guest Lecture,

lndustrial Visit) to
bridge the gap

between academic

and industrial

needs.

Excellent

90%

Certificate programmes and

industrial visits were organized

as per the curriculum
requirements to enhance the

teaching-leaming process.

1 Satisfaction of
ass€ssment pattem

for students to face

university exam

with confidence

Very Good

aa%

The academic grievances from
students for their improvement in

intemal assessment was

considered and action taken to

conduct re-sessional

examination..

880/.

The students were explored to

emerging trends in the

pharmaceutical technology based

on the electives chosen by them.

l Relation of
Electives offered in
the syllabus

towards

Verv Good

E-mail : kysrsiddharthaphama@gmail.com

DATT, ll-t2-t9
Action Taken Report

AC{)EMIC YEAR 2OI9-20
Name of the Stakeholder: STUDENT
A staff council meeting has been convened by IQAC with all the in-charges / heads of the

departments under the chairmanship ofthe principal to bring feedback analysis to their notice
with a request to find out the possibility for effective changes offered by their respective
departments.

The Heads of the Depafiments in tum have conducted a meeting in their departments and

explored the possibility of action plan to be implemented in accordance with the demands of
the stakeholders.

Student's feedback above 80% is considered as a positive feedback and below that as a negative

feedback and the feedback analysis is taken into account for the improvement ofthe curriculum.
Out ol eleven Questions, concems were expressed and based on the positive feedback received,
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technological

advancements

6 Application of
laboratory

experiments in real

life

Very Good

a9%

Workshops were conducted by

expertYacademicians as well as

organized for the benefit of
students. The institution

organized industrial visits as

well.

7 Adequate numbers

of Library material,

LMS material,

Teaching and

Learning Center

and facilities for
the courses

Excellent

90%

The institution ensured dynamic

environment by the regular

update of most advanced tools in
ICT and their implementation.

Transparency

intemal

assessments

tn Verv Good

880/0

Measures taken to further improve

the transparency in internal

assessments

9 Coverage of entire

syllabus in the

evaluation process

Excellent

900/6

Measures taken to cover entire

syllabus in the evaluation process

l0 Updation

curriculum
of Excellent

9t%

The institution strives to improve

the facilities by considering the

student grievances.
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Date: 10.12.2019

Action Taken Report

ACADEMIC YEAR:2019-20
Name of the Stakeholder: Faculty

The feedback is collected and analyzed at college academic me€tings in the institution. Faculty

feedback above 90% is considered as a positive feedback and below that as a negative feedback

and the institution is working for the improvement. All the eight Questions got positive feedback on

which the institution continued to sustain the same rigor to maintain the same output.

QUf,STION FF]EDBACK
/CONCERN

ACTION TAKEN

1 Relevance of
curriculum framed

by the

university/PCI to
programme

Excellent

92o/o

Curriculum framed by the

university/PCI to programme

was on par with the latest

developments in the field of
pharmaceutical sciences which
ensure employability of
students after graduation along

with regular conduct of
Faculty Development

Programmes

2 Satisfaction on hours

allocated and credits

to the courses

Excellent The measures adopted by the

institution were continued

with the same rigor to
maintain the same output.

3 Relation ofelectives
offered in the

syllabus to the

technological

advancements

Excellent

t00%

Curriculum was designed by

the incorporation of elective

subjects based on the latest

innovations in the field of
pharmaceutical sciences.

4 Facilities provided

by institution is more

adequate for
improvement in

teaching
practiceus ing
modem pedagogy

tools

Excellent

90Yo

The faculty was provided with
required ICT tools to ensure

the implementation of
teachingJeaming

methodologies using modem
pedagogy. The faculty was

encouraged to participate in

various faculty development
programmes organized within
the institution and other

institutions.

5 Satisfaction of
assessment pattem in

completing the

syllabus

Excellent

l0OYo

The measures adopted by the

institution were continued

with the same rigor to
maintain the same output.

6 Utilization of library Excellent 950 Students were ensured to

S.No PERCENTAGE
CONSENSES

l00Yo
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hours utilize library facilities to the

greater extent by the allocation

of library hours in the regular

time-table.
7 Availability of

required number of
prescribed

books/joumals in the

library

Excellent

97%

Library resources were

updated by increasing the

number of volumes, every
year.

Theoretical and

practical knowledge
Excellent

l00o/o

Curriculum is designed with
projects,workshops,certifi cate
programmes, skilldevelopment
programmes, softskills.We
will ensure the students have

the research oriented abilities
after the graduation.
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DATE22-02-2020

Action Taken Report
ACADEMIC YEAR2OI9.2O

Name of the Stakeholder: Alumni
The feedback is collecrcd and analyzed at college academic meetings in the institution. Alumni

feedback above 807o is considered as a positive feedback and below that as a negative feedback. Out

of seven Questions, all questions got positive feedback on which we will continue the same rigor to

maintain the same output.

S.No Question Feedback/

Concern

Feedback

consetrses

Action taken

I To what extent is your

current position related

to your program of
study

very
Good

The curriculum followed as per norrns

of University/PCl met the requirement

of students. In addition, measures were

taken to strengthen industry-institution
interaction by collaboration with

different industries through MOUs.

2 How well do you think
your undergraduate

experience prepared

you to

Excellent

83%

The institution strives to
follow-up measures with
rigor.

continue

the same

J Allocations of the hours

and credits to the

courses are satisfied

very
Good

The institution strives to continue

follow-up measures with the same rigor

to maintain transparency.

very
Good

830h

Participation in NIRF ranking and

NAAC accreditation

4 Satisfied

academic

/ranking
institution

with the

performance

of our

lOlYo

The institution strives to

follow-up measures with
rigor.

continue

the same

5 Library and industry

powered centre

facilities for the courses

are more than adequate

in our institution

Excellent

t00,vo

Different modes of teaching-learning

methodologies were adopted and

implemented as it facilitates students to

better understand the concepts.

6 Assessment pattem is
satisfied to face

university exarn in
confidence

very
Good

Excellent

83Yo

Curriculum was designed by the

incorporation of elective subjects based

on latest innovations in the field of
pharmac.pffd*iences. L

7 Electives offered in the

syllabus are in relation

to the technological

advancement
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DATE
l0-12-2019

Action Taken Report
ACADEMIC YEAR 2019-2020

Name of the Stakeholder: Employer
The feedback was collected and analyzed at college academic meetings in the institution. Employer
feedback above 80% was considered as a positive feedback and below 80oZ as a negative
feedback. The institution took measures for the improvement based on the feedback analysis. Out of
Ten Questions all questions got positive feedback on which the institution has continued the same

rigor to maintain the same output.

Question Fecdback/

concern
Percentage

c()nscnses

Action taken

I KVSRSCOPS graduate has

the technical and problem

solving skills

Excellent 100 The same rigor was continued to

maintain the same output

2 KVSRSCOPS graduate has

the ability to communicate

effectively

Excellent I00 The same rigor was continued to

maintain the same output

3 KVSRSCOPS

deserves for
higher level

graduate

elevation to
Excellent r00 The institution has worked

towards the process and

continued the same rigor to
maintain the same output.

4 KVSRSCOPSgraduate has

ethical and social

responsibility

Excellent 100 Measures were taken to
strengthen the moral values and

socio-ethical responsibilities

through NSS activities and

participation in awareness

programmes.

5 Excellent r00 The feedback and suggestions of
alumni were taken into account

for the improvement of the

curriculum.

KVSRSCOPS graduate has

the ability to function in

multidisciplinary teams

Excellent 100 The students were ensured to
receive strong fundamental &
latest scientific knowledge

through participation in skill
development programmes,

certificate programmes on life
skills, personality development

etc.

7 The curricular activities to
bridge gap between

academic & industrial

needs.

Excellent 100 The institution continued to

follow the measures to maintain

S.No

KVSRSCOPS graduate has

desire for engaging in
professional development

6
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the same transparency.

,t The distribution of contact

hours among the course

components is Good.

Excellent The same rigor was continued to

maintain the same output

9 Curriculum framed by

University meets the
industrial needs

Excellent The institution took measures to

meet the industrial needs with the

curriculum fiamed by university.

l0 Would you consider having
KVSRSCOPS graduates in
the future

Excellent 100 The same rigor was continued to

maintain the same output
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DATE l0-06-18

".ffix",ilffh1T0,1T,-,,Name of the Stakeholder: STUDENT
The Heads ofthe Departments have conducted meetings in their respective departments and explored
the possibility of action plan to be implemented in accordance with the requirements of the

stakeholders.

Student's feedback above 80% was considered as a positive feedback and below that as a negative

feedback and the feedback analysis outcome was taken into account for the improvement of the

curriculum. Out of ten questions, concerns were expressed and based on the positive feedback

received, institution continued to adopt measures to improve the curriculum-

S.No Question Feedback

concern

Percentage

c0nsenscs

Action taken

I Relevance of curriculum
framed by the

univenity/PCl

Excellent 100% Institution adopted the

same curriculum framed

by the university/rcI to
maintain the same output.

2 Satisfaction on hours

allocated and credits to
the courses

Excellent 97% Institution ensured that the

curriculum was covered

within the allocated hours

by prior design and

implementation of
academic plan.

J Curricular & Co-

Curricular activities
(VAC, Guest Lecture,

Industrial Visit) to bridge

the gap between

academic and industrial

needs.

Excellent 960/0 Skill development
programmes, other

certificate programmes

and industrial visits were

organized along with the

curriculum to bridge the

gap between academic and

industrial requirements.
.1 Satisfaction of

assessment pattem for
students to face

university exam with
confidence

Excellent 93% The academic grievances

from students for their
improvement in intemal

assessment was considered

and action taken to

conduct re-sessional

examination

5 Relation ofElectives
offered in the syllabus

towards technological

advancements.

Excellent 94% The students were

explored to emerging

trends in the

pharmaceutical technology

based on the electives
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chosen by them.

6 Application of laboratory

experiments in real life
Excellent 96% Workshops were

conducted by

expertVacademicians as

well as organized for the

benefit ofstudents. The

institution organized

industrial visits as well-

7 Adequate numbers of
Library material, LMS
material, Teaching and

Leaming Center and

facilities for the courses

Excellent 920/o The institution ensured

dynamic environment by

the regular update of most

advanced tools in ICT and

their implementation.

8 Transparency in intemal

assessments

Excellent 92% Measures taken to further

improve the transparency in

intemal assessments

9 Coverage ofentire
syllabus in the evaluation
process

Excellent 95% Measures taken to cover

entire syllabus in the

evaluation process

l0 Updation ofcurriculum Excellent 90% The institution strives to

improve the facilities by

considering the student

grievances.
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Date: 10.06.2018

Action Taken Report

ACADAMIC YEAR:201&19

Name of the Stakeholder: Faculty

The feedback is collected and analyzed at college academic meetings in the institution. Faculty

feedback above 90olo is considered as a positive feedMck and below that as a negative feedback and

the institution is working for the impmvement. All the eight Questions got positive feedback on

which the institution continued to sustain the same rigor to maintain the same output.

QUESTION PERCENTAGE

CONSENSES

ACTION TAKEN

I Relevance of
curriculum framed by

the university/PCl to

programme

Excellent

97%

Curriculum framed by the

university/PCl to programme

was on par with the latest

developments in the field of
pharmaceutical sciences which
ensure employability of
students after gmduation along

with regular conduct of
Faculty Development

Programmes

2 Satisfaction on hours

allocated and credits

to the courses

Excellent The measures adopted by the

institution were continued

with the same rigor to
maintain the same output.

.3 Relation of electives

offered in the syllabus

to the technological

advancements

too%

Curriculum was designed by

the incorporation of elective

subjects based on the latest

innovations in the field of
pharmaceutical sciences..

.l Facilities provided by

institution is more

adequate for

improvement in

teaching practiceusing

modem pedagogy

tools

Excellent

95%

The faculty was provided with

required ICT tools to ensure

the implementation of
teaching-learning

methodologies using modem

pedagogy. The faculty was

encouraged to participate in

various faculty development

programmes organized within

the insitution and other

S.No FEEDBACK

/CONCERN

700%

Excellent
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institutions.

5 Satisfaction of
ass€ssment pattem in

completing the

syllabus

Excellent

700%

The measures adopted by the

institution were continued

with the same rigor to

maintain the same output.

6 Utilization of library

hours

Excellent

1.OO%

Students were ensured to

utilize library facilities to the

greater extent by the allocation

ol library hours in the regular

time-table.

7 Availability of
required number of
prescribed

bookVjoumals in the

library

Excellent

92%

Library resources were

updated by increasing the

number of volumes, every
year.

8 Excellent

LOO%

The faculty of the institution
ensured that the students gain

research oriented abilities
during graduation.
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S.No Question Feedback/
Concern

Feedback

consenses

Action taken

To what extent is your

current position related

to your program of
study

very
Cood

88%

Measures were taken to improve

industry-institution interaction by

collaboration with diflerent
industries/organizations through

MOUs.

2 How well do you think
your undergraduate

experience prepared

you to

Excellent

l0OYo

The institution strives to
follow-up measures with
rigor.

continue

the same

J Allocations of the hours

and credits to the

courses are satisfied

very
Good

8\Yo

The institution strives to continue

follow-up measures with the same rigor
to maintain transparency.

4 Satisfied

academic

/ranking
institution

with the

performance

of our

very
Good

l00o/"

Participation in NIRF ranking and

NAAC accrcditation

5 Library and industry
powered centre

facilities for the courses

are more than adequate

in our institution

Excellent

lO|Yo

The institution strives to
follow-up measures with
rigor.

continue

the same

6 very
Good

Different modes of teaching-leaming

methodologies were adopted and

implemented as it facilitates students to

better understand the concepts.

7 Electives offered in the

syllabus are in relation

to the technological

advancement

Excellent
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DATE22-02-2019

Action Taken Report
ACADEMIC YEAR 2OI8-T9

Name ofthe Stakeholderr Alumni
The feedback is collected and analyzed at college academic meetings in the institution. Alumni

feedback above 80% is considered as a positive feedback and below that as a negative feedback. Out

ofseven Questions, all questions got positive feedback on which we will continue the same rigor to

maintain the same output.

I

Assessment pattem is

satisfied to face

university exam in

confidence 100%

88%

Curriculum was designed by the

incorporation of elective subjects based

on latest jnro{:ions in the field of
pharma6Bcl-&Dii*s.
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DATE: I0-07-201E

Action Taken Report
ACADEMIC YEAR 2OI&20I9

Name of the Stakeholder: Employer
The feedback was collected and analyzed at college academic meetings in the institution. Employer
feedback above 807o was coosidered as a positive feedback and below 80oZ as a negative

feedback. The institution took measures for the improvement based on the feedback analysis. Out of
Ten Questions nine questions got positive feedback on which the institution has continued the same

rigor to maintain the same output.
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S.No Question Feedback/
concern

Percentage

consenses

Action to be taken

KVSRSCOPS

the technical

solving skills

graduate has

and problem

Excellent r00 The same rigor was continued

to maintain the same output

2 KVSRSCOPS graduate has

the ability to communicate

effectively

Excellent 100 The same rigor was continued

to maintain the same output

3 KVSRSCOPS

deserves for
higher level

graduate

elevation to

Excellent 100 We will work towards the

process and continue the same

rigor to maintain the same

output.

I KVSRSCOPS graduate has

ethical and social

responsibility

Good 66.66 Measures were taken to
strengthen the moral values

and socio.ethical

responsibilities through NSS

activities and participation in

awareness programmes.

5 KVSRSCOPS graduate

desire for engaging

professional development

has

in

Excellent t00 The feedback and suggestions

of alumni were taken into

account for the improvement

of the curriculum.

6 KVSRSCOPS graduate

the ability to function

multi{isciplinary teams

has

in

Excellent r00 The students were ensured to
receive strong fundamental &
latest scientific knowledge

through participation in skill
development programmes,

certificate programmes on life
skills" personality

development etc.

7 The curricular activities to
bridge gap between academic

& industrial needs.

t00 We will continue the same to
maintain the same

transparency.

8 The distribution of contact

hours among the course

components is Good.

Excellent 100 The same rigor was continued

to maintain the same output

I

Excellent
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9 Curriculum framed

University meets

industrial needs

by

the

Excellent 100 The institution took measures

to meet the industrial needs

with the curriculum fiamed by

university.

l0 Would you consider having

KVSRSCOPS graduates in
the future

Excellent r00 The same rigor was continued

to maintain the same output
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DATE 12-12-18

Action Taken Report
ACADEMIC YEAR 2OI7-18

Name of the Stakeholder: STUDENT
The Heads of the Departments have conducted meetings in their respective

departments and explored the possibility ofaction plan to be implemented in accordance with the

requirements of the stakeholders.

Student's feedback above 80% was considered as a positive feedback and below that as a negative

feedback and the feedback analysis outcome was taken into account for the improvement of the

curriculum. Out of ten questions, concems were expressed and based on the positive feedback

received, institution continued to adopt measures to improve the curriculum.

S.No Question Feedback

concern

Percentage

consenses

Action taken

I Excellent lnstitution adopted the

same curriculum framed

by the university/PCl to

maintain the same output.
) Satisfaction on hours

allocated and credits to the

cours€s

Verv Good Institution ensured that the

curriculum was covered

within the allocated hours

by prior design and

implementation of
academic plan.

3 Curricular & Co-
Curricular activities
(VAC, Guest Lecture,

Industrial Visit) to bridge

the gap between academic

and industrial needs.

Excellent

98Yo

Skill development
programmes, other

certificate programmes

and industrial visits were

organized along with the

curriculum to bridge the

gap between academic and

industrial requirements.

4 Satisfaction of assessment

pattem for students to face

university exarn with
confidence

Excellent

96Yo

5 Relation of Electives

offered in the syllabus

towards technological

advancements-

Excellent

96Yo

The students were

explored to emerging

trends in the
pharmaceutical

technology based on the

electives chosen by them.

6 Application of laboratory Excellent 97o/o Workshops were

Relevance of curriculum
framed by the

university/PCl
99Yo

92Vo

We will make the process

more efficient by

considering the academic

grievances of the students

and action will be taken.
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exp€riments in real life conducted by

experts/academicians as

well as organized for the

b€nefit of students. The

institution organized

industrial visits as well.

7 Adequate numbers of
Library material, LMS
material, Teaching and

Leaming Center and

facilities for the courses

Excellent

96Yo

The institution ensured

dynamic environment by

the regular update of
required library resources

and ICT tools.

n Transparency in intemal

assessments

veryGood

95Yo

Measures taken to further

improve the transparency

in internal assessments

9 Coverage of entire

syllabus in the evaluation
process

Excellent

97Yo

Measures taken to cover

entire syllabus in the

evaluation process

l0 Updation ofcurriculum Excellent

97%

'fhe instiotion strives to

improve the facilities by

considering the student

grievances.
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Date:15.06.2017

Action Taken Report

ACADEMIC YEAR:2017-18

Name of the Stekeholder: Faculty

The feedback is collected and analyzed at college academic meetings in the institution. Faculty

feedback above 90oZ is considered as a positive feedback and below that as a negative feedback and

the institution is working for the improvement. All the eight Questions got positive feedback on

which the institution continued to sustain the same rigor to maintain the same output.

S.No QUESTION FEEDBACK

/CONCERN

PERCENTAGE

CONSENSES

ACT ION TAKEN

I Relevance of
curriculum llamed

by the

university/PCl to
programme

Excellent

700"/.

Curriculum framed by the

university/PCl to programme

was on par with the latest

developments in the field of
pharmaceutical sciences which
ensure employability of students

after graduation along with

regular conduct of Faculty

Development Programmes

2 Satisfaction on

hours allocated and

credits to the

courses

Excellent

97%

The measures adopted by the

institution were continued with
the same rigor to maintain the

same output.

3 Relation of
electives offered in

the syllabus to the

technological

advancements

Excellent

ro0%

Curriculum was designed by the

incorporation of elective subjects

based on the latest innovations in

the field of pharmaceutical

sciences.

Facilities provided

by institution is

more adequate for

improvement in

teaching

practiceusing

modem pedagogy

tools

Excellent

roo%

The faculty was provided with

required ICT tools to ensure the

implementation of teaching-

leaming methodologies using

modem pedagogy. The faculty

was encouraged to participate in

various faculty development

programmes organized within the

institution and other instilutions.

Satislhction ol' Excellenl 700% The measures adopted by the

{
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assessment pattem

in completing the

syllabus

institution were continued with

the same rigor to maintain the

same output.

6 Utilization

library hours

of Excellent

100%

Students were ensured to utilize

library facilities to the greater

extent by the allocation of library

hours in the regular time-table.

7 Availability of
required number of
prescribed

bookVjoumals in

the library

Excellenl

94%

Library resources are updated by

incrcasing the number of
volumes every year

8 Theoretical

practical

knowledge

and Excellent

roo%

The faculty of the institution

ensured that the students gain

research oriented abilities during

graduation.
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DATE22-02-2018

Action Taken Report
ACADEMIC YEAR 2OI7-I8

Name of the Stakeholder: Alumni
The feedback is collected and analyzed at college academic meetings in the institution. Alumni

feedback above 80% is considered as a positive feedback and below that as a negative feedback. Out

olseven Questions, all questions got positive feedback on which we will continue the same rigor to

maintain the same output.

S.No Question Feedbacli/

Concern

Feedback
consenses

I To what extent is your

current position related

to your program of
study

very
Good

2 How well do you think
your undergraduate

experience prepared

you to

F-xcellent

83Vo

The institution strives to continue

follow-up measures with the same

rigor.

l Allocations of the hours

and credits to the

courses are satisfied

very
Good

l00Yo

The institution strives to continue

follow-up measures with the same

rigor to maintain transparency.

4 Satisfied

academic

/ranking
institution

with the

performance

of our

Very
Good

83%

Participation in NIRF ranking and

NAAC accreditation

5 Excellent

l00Yo

The institution strives to contrnue

follow-up measures with the same

rigor.

6 very
Cood

The academic grievances from
students for their improvement in

internal assessment was considered

and action taken to conduct re-

sessional exam.

7 Electives offered in the

syllabus are in relation

to the technological

advancement

Excellent

83o/o

Curriculum was designed by the

incorporation of elective subjects

based on latest innovations in the

field of pharmaceutical sciences.
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Action taken

l00Yo

Measures were taken to improve

industry-institution interaction by

collaboration with different
industries/organizations through

MOUs.

Library and industry

powered centre

facilities for the courses

are more than adequate

in our institution
Assessment pattem is

satisfied to face

university exam in

confidence

l00Yo
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S.No Question Fecdback/
concern

Percentage

conscnses

I KVSR SCOPS graduate has

the technical and problem

solving skills

Excellent The same rigor was continued

to maintain the same output

2 KVSR SCOPS graduate has

the ability to communicate

effectively

Excellent 100 The same rigor was continued

to maintain the same output

3 KVSR SCOPS graduate

deserves for elevation to
higher level

Excellent 100 The institution has worked

towards the process and

continued the same rigor to
maintain the same output.

1 KVSR SCOPS graduate has

ethical and social

responsibility

Excellent 66.66 Measures were taken to
strengthen the moral values and

socio-ethical responsibilities

through NSS activities and

participation in awareness

programmes.

5 KVSR SCOPS graduate has

desire for engaging in
professional development

Excellent The feedback and suggestions

of alumni were taken into
account for the improvement of
the curriculum.

6 KVSR SCOPS graduate has

the ability to function in

multi-disciplinary teams

Excellent t00 The students were ensured to
receive strong fundamental &
latest scientific'knowledge
through participation in skill
development programmes,

certificate programmes on life
skills, personality development

etc.

7 The curricular activities to

bridge gap between academic

& industrial needs.

Excellent 100 The institution continued to

follow the measures to maintain

the same transparency.

8 The distribution of
hours among the

contact

course

Excellent t00 The same rigor was continued

to maintain the same output

DATE: l6-07-2017

Action Taken Report

Name orthe stakehotder: ,*;#"'c 
YEAR 2017'2018

The feedback was collected and anallzed at college academic meetings in the institution. Employer

feedback above 80% was considered as a positive feedback and below 807o as a negative

feedback. The institution took measures for the improvement bas€d on the feedback analysis. Out of
Ten Questions nine questions got positive feedback on which the institution has continued the same

rigor to maintain the same output.

Action taken

t00

r00
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components is Good.

Curriculum framed by

University meets the

industrial needs

Excellent The institution took measures to
meet the industrial needs with
the curriculum framed by
university.

9

The same rigor was continued

to maintain the same output
t0 Would you consider having

KVSR SCOPS graduates in

the future

Excellent t00

100


